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THE NATUR:-~ OF LIGHT AND MATTER 
A BACKGROU.KD FOR THE QUANTUM THEORY 
by 
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Plan 3 Haster's Paper 
EASTEfW ILLIN,.HS UNIVERSITY 1962 
THE NA TORE OF LICHT AND MATTER t 
A BACKGROUND FOR THE QUANTUM THEORY 
The purpose of this paper is to recount some of the 
greater discoveries in _,bysics ,; Both the theoretic 1 and 
the .experimental contributions will_ be descr1bed--contribu-
tions that bear directly on the two main questions that 
prompted the new quantum theory , The questions are , "v.That 
is matter?", and , "What is light?" 
I . The early optics--seventeenth century 
A. Grimaldi and Hooke 
B. Newton's experiments, physical optics 
c. Newton's Queries 
D. Il'.Jygens ' longitudinal wave theory 
II . Nineteenth century devel opments (to 1887} 
A. Young•s experiment 
B. Fresnel•s theoretical , experimental work 
c. Foucault and the speed of light 
D. Maxwell's equations 
III . The photoelectric effect and related phenomena 
A. Hertz• test- -diacovery 
B. He.llwaehs , Stoletow--nature of the diacha.rge 
c. Lenard--similarity to cathode rays 
III . The photoelectric effect and related phenomena , cont'd . 
D. Thomson: nature of th cathod r y 
E. Millikan: the value of 
IV . The old quantum theory and its supports 
A. Two black- body radiation laws 
B. Planck' quantum theory for r d1ation 
c. Einstein's quantum theory of photoelectric effect 
D. Millikan' verification of predictions 
E. Compton: quantum natur ot X Rays 
F. 'lhe Bohr model of the atom 
v. The new quantum theory 
A. De .Broglie waves 
B. Heis nberg 
c. Schroedingert Wave mechanics 
' ' 
Physicist made t f-1.t•i:t t .na jor advanc s towa.rd 
knowing the nature of light in the eventeenth century . 
Grimaldi published one ot the earliest papers on physi-
cal optics in the year 1665. Some of his experiment 
dealt with the passage of light through small openings . 
Light from a emall hole at O was blocked by the opaque 
I 
o~ject AB . Instead or a shadow CD at s , Grimaldi ob-
served a wider shadow. Furthermore , there were parallel 
colored fringes bordering on the shadow. He found that 
the smaller the hole , the wider the fringes . Here was 
an exception to the rul e that light travel ed in straight 
l ine • Grimal di had discovered it and h named the Phe-
nomenon "diffraction" . Later , he experimented with pol-
ished roe tol refl0ctors ruled with elosel y- sp oed lines . 
He found that they , too produc d diffraction bands . 
Soon art rward , Hooke reported finding colored frin-
ges produced ~y light reflected from thin liquid layers . 
He suggested that light itself might be oauAed from vibra-
tions of particles in the material source . 
Isaac Newton began experimenting with prisms about 
1666 . Some of hi$ finding were published in 1672 . The 
experiments were extensive, beyond anything accompllshed 
before them. Many other had observed the continuous 
2 
spectrum or the un. Newton was the first to note that 
ach spectral color was related to its "rofrangibility" 
{degr e of refraction) , He sent each color through a 
second prism a11d ohowed that the refrection of a particu-
lar color wae always the same amount . At the eeme ·time , 
it waE evident that colors in the spectrum could not each 
be broken dom into other colors , Thus color wes a funda-
mental property of light itself . 
Ne1ton repeat d Grimaldi's diffraction experiments , 
using hu.~an hair as the opaqua object . The hadows at 
va171ng distances from the hair were border ed by colored 
fringes: the nearest fringe 'We v i olet i ~nd the most ... 
removed fringe was red . Newton did other expe1•iments g 
passing light ttrough the narrow s l i t s between two knives . 
He noted tha·t th fringes due to a edge- shaped sl1 t were 
hyperbolae . Aga1n 6 red light was diffracted more then vio-
let . Using monochromatic light from prism, he still ob-
erved fringes, but they w re all of one eolor . Newton 
believed that diffraction could be explained by some kind 
of repulsion between the bodies of light and the ms.terial 
in the opaque objects i1ear wh:tch light passed . He was 
reluctant to propose his own theory on the nature of li~ht ~ 
Later, he made criticisms or the id as proposed by Huygrns 
nd others of that time . Newton often stated that it was 
his business to mak observations ~ not to spend hie time 
in peculations . Certainly he made many obeervations and 
3 
reported them in his writings. It is the "Queries" found 
at the end of Newton ' s Third Book 1n Opticks that reveal 
his thinking ou t.ue .. 1Cll.tur~· Ji' lib.nt. 1 Still, he w s r -
luctsnt to admit that he fP"'"ored. tmy theory unproved by 
experiment. He attriouted color ~"" waves in the ether. 
These waves w~1ld i~ ~nme WFY be caused by corpuscl s. 
Newton had experimented extensively with lenses and mir-
rors. It ';.\,;::lC S$er11 i...- turbl to artopt a corpuscula1" model 
of light to visualize ~·--: ,, p.L·upobation of the rRys through 
air , througn lens s, anu tuw~d a~d a~ay from reflecting 
surfaces. A "srrall body' of l~ght WE".s easy to think about 
and 1 t accountea f'or most obst..rvat-<.ons in physical optics. 
Christian Huyg€nS in 167e rrc~~~A~ a longitudinal-
wave model of light. Propoga•ion in space, reflection , 
and refraction cf light wfre clearly explained by waves. 
The wave theory req\.Jired e dee.ceased spE.-ed of light when 
traveling in mor.., o..;,;.J.se J.'"tt.eriaJ,f. p., corpuscle obeying 
mechanical laws would nav? to spe<;a Uf' to account for the 
observed refractio~ . Neither N .• wton's particles nor Huy-
ge~s' w ves c~·ld a~~"unt fe r the polarization of light. 
Newton hi11, s .lf sugt...ested th;- t CL!t iould need a W'ave "with 
sides" to ~~;l~~n thib aff~ct. nQuery 28" s t ates his ob-
jections to the weve t . ~or·y .L~or· its feilure to explain 
1 Isaac Newton, opt i cks (Eased on the 4th edition, 
London, 1730); New York, 1952 , pp . 317 - 374. 
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double refraction and heating effects . Huygens d1d not 
develop a traneverse wave theory. 
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The corpuscular model prevailed for the next century 
after Newton. There was great need for more experimental 
evidence concerning the nature of ljght . Thomas Young 
found convincing evidence in 1801 . ris experiments with 
the interference of light , especially the double- slit ex-
perim nt, gave new strength to the wave theory . Young 
passed light from a source through two narrow, elosely-
spaced openings . He observed the regions of light _and 
dark and explained what he saw in terms of wave motion . 
The sketch in Figure l illustrates his argument . If two 
channela of water are connected to common reservoir , we 
can send waves down each channel . Whe~ the waves croe 
in the reservoir, they may reinforce one another . That 
will be so when crest meets crest . A more intense w ve 
results . But if crest and trough meet, little or no wave 
is the result . The light area corr spond to high woves ; 
the dark bands are found where the light waves from the 
two slits meet crest-to-trough . 
A few years after Young•~ double· lit experiment, 
Augustin Fresnel did his famous interference experiment 
with two mirrors arranged at a very small anRle . Inter-
ference fringes appeared at F, the place where the re-
flected beams from the two mirrors came together . t'f:he 
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distunco between two successive bright fringes can be measured . 
S, £ ~e --======~~d_~~::+t:;-, ,?~.;s:::::> ._ .' 
I 
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y ~/~ -- -- --s~---s-1~1arrow illuminated ~lit. 1.,ight tra -·ll2 :ts to two mirrors , 
inclined at a very Sil'l8 ll angle (i. Monoc:h.i. omatic light is used . 
D1 -: dist:. nee from :norror intersection to slit; _ D2 ,,. dist~.nce 
fr011 :r.irror intersection to observer {Di much less than _i)2); 
o = distance betw~en centr.::l brigr!t i'.!.."'in,::;e Pnd next one a.cljacent; 
F1 and F2 are the fringe~ . Only a part 0£ t'10 rays forming F2 
are shown. :L.ight appears to cor:w f:--om two virtual sources s1 
and S2 1 each distance D1 + D2 from observer; Si S2 = d . The 
distance r ... ~om F t.o s1 (reflected ray extended) is made eq1 al 
to D1 + D2 • The angle between reflected rays is t1-.rice t he anr;le 
between the mirrors . 
Because D2 is small, 
i'he pa'th d.iff erence 
? 
1 The triangles S1S20 
7\. 
d 
Sin 2 ~- d A- d "-' ~ (1(, 
""" !l1 +D2 ~ D1 -i.--
SF1 - SF2 = L'-- for C 1)nCtr11cth~€ intorfercncc. 
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All the quantities 1 n th right side <ire mee.suro.ble . 
·n ... 0._,rwl ~mapu.t~d the prol.n:.ble wcve longthn of red li,sht 
to 1..1 ~ abGut 4.0 , 0JC· per .~_ nch, a-!'1d violet, about f~O»OOO to 
the :Lnch o 
In another e;.r:perlm1.::nt , Fresnel demonstr.:it;eJ t:.hr''l~ in 
·c.rn certt =i:.~ of th.10 i:,1.tado;: of a smal •- circulrn· (0r S!>horic 1) 
objoct !i plc.c.:.l V1.Jry far from th'-' 2 urce of lig 1t , thore WdS 
obst;;;:.clo and '--PP-'Br ap:ain as light; r.1itlr'n a region of shwlo~ . ., . 
frm1 his obue.cv~:rtion::; of the pG:r~ .:.od:i..c eclipso~ of 1Y:lO or th 
6A 
7 RM is a large distance (several kilomBte-t'S) as com-
pttred ~o SR; and s l V!2 is la:rg$ compared to Si s11 • 
Suppoece tho mirror R has rotatEid through an angle ({L. 
~-Than the returning rays ot R ar$ displaQed by an i ng 1 ?.t{!. 
at R. (Q_ is a very smal i_ angle . .qlh~e~e tt~1~1'"' 
e4tla:l:e 1£:;-tt Ht' ~nd'"'M~lr1lpptt~~tetr e~~ 
Then S i '1 I> "' Ta_ " a -:::; ~ gives the an!" le 
ot rotation of R . .. 
R :i.s rotating et n constant known rate of u rot&.tions 
(D - ;i.. rr a:,.cf 1cl y1s et> .,.., r... O> r; 
per se_cond. (j)Then ;c - y~0 -r; 5 e..c.. 
And ;t - ;tr(n is the time for the rotation P that 
corresponds to the d!~placement S1S1'· 
c 
c 
The speed of light c is then et inuted as r.ollows. 
d isT 
-r, ·1i;1 c 
£f TT /rt- ~ r-<. /\// 
<P 
/IYl. 
Se c.. .. 
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satellite of Jupiter . As the ea:.r.'th moved farther away 
from Jupiter, the period of the satell!t appaared to in· 
. crease . The observation was accounted for by ssuming 
that the light had fsrther to travel than before . The 
sise of the earth's orbit was not too well~known and the 
velocity of light determination was not too reliahlee 
Fizeau made the earliest terrestrial determination of the 
A source of light S sends light through a plate of glass 
M2 , through a converging lens Li1 off a rotating ;n1rror R, 
and to a concave :mirror M. The ligl t ret11rns to R (now 
slightly rotated) and retraces a path to M2• There,, part 
of it is reflected to the observer at 81 (or s1 t). R is 
turning at high speed as the light pa ... s s from R to M and 
back. The returning beam is displaced from s1 to s1 t . 
1he distance s1s1 • 1s measured and used to find ~he angle 7 
tr..rough which R turned . I\now1ng the ang11lar speed of R 
and the d1 tance RM~ it is possible to compute c, the 
7 
velocity of light. Foucault found the speed of light to 
be.218,600 km./seo . He introduced a t-ube of water into the 
light path and determined that the speed of lifht 1n water 
wa considcre.bly la3s. 'l'ne wave theory of light was on 
firm ground. We recall the fact that a mechanical corpu -
cle of light ~ould nece sarily travel faster in water t an 
in air . pouoault had _ t.,..·all; g1~."en the answer about 1860. 
The foundatton law of electricity and magnetism wer 
discovered during the last half of the eighteenth end through 
the nineteenth c ntury . In about 1785 Coulomb deve.loped 
the torsion balance and used 1t to show that electrostatic 
forces varied as the inverse square r)f disb.rn.~e . Befor 
1800, Volta produced the first steady current from a "pile" 
of zinc and copper plates separated by brine-soaked paper . 
Oer ted made the opening discovery of the relation of mag-
netism and electricity. A pivoted magnetic needle aligned 
itsel f at right angles to a current of electricity. Ampere 
showed quantitatively the action of a magnetic field on a 
current. Faraday•a many d1~cover1es includ d: th electric 
motor pr1nc1pl ; the law of el ctromagnetic induction (a 
changing current in one wire could cause a current in an~ 
other wire nearby); Farad y•s laws of electrolysis; in 1840 
the con ervation of energy; the "Faraday effect" in l:i.ght 
(the plane of polarization of light may be changed by a 
strong agnetic field) . Gauss• law of electric flux b -
came known: that th net number of lines of electric force 
8 
~rossing a closed surfac in an outward direction equa.la 
t he net positive charge onclosed within the surface. All 
the esse~tials of the laws of electricity and magnetism 
were generalized in the ma thema ties of James Cler·k rvraxwell 
in 1856 . These four equations express the l~ws . 
_i.. 0 ._). 
-'.& Cur· ;:: - B div 6 0 i..-
-o·c 
...;. 
....., ... -::. ::::.. ~,,. _;i. )\ j) div rt-, + t..J ·- \... c. \J ~ l H - -r g_ __ -- v ot: 
E is the electric field; D is called electric displace-
ment; p and J are the charge den .. ity and current density, 
respect;ively; B is the magnetic flux density and H is the 
magnetic field vector . In empty apace, the following con-
ditions hold. ~ ..;i. 
-"' 
~ 
-- H J D -::: f o E. 8 -::.)~ - 0 -
The first vecto1• equation is a statement of Faraday's law 
of magnetic induction, "tne induced emf in a moving con-
ductor equals the magnetic flux density experienced by 
that conductor". The second vector equation states the 
Ampere law, "The tangential component of the magnetic 
field at any point on a closed curve is proportional to 
the net current flowing through the area within the curve" . 
One of the scalar equations is a statement of Gause' law 
given above . 1be other scalar equation is equivalent to 
saying that a magnetic pole cannot ·be isolated . If one 
takes the Magnitude of E, or of the electric charge, and 
writes 1ts value in electromagnetic units, divided by its 
9 
value in electrostatic units~ the constant i sign1fic nt . 
Maxwell showed that the velocity of propogation of waves 
in space should equal this ratio, if such waves t.1ere pro-
duced cry oscillating electric charges . The valua of the 
c onA tan t proved to be w::.-thin three p~~cent of th~ vel c 1 ty 
of light; then known ., Maxwell sugzested that light mi ht 
consist of electromagnetic waves. 
1I'i10 existence of Maxwell t s elec tromagnatic ·wa es l-1aa 
confirmed by Hertz in 1887. He found that an osclllattng 
circuit with a spark gap produced waves in ~pace . The 
waves were detected by a second oscillating circuit sepa-
rated in space from the f 1rs t and tmied to it. A spark 
in tbe receive!> circuit indicated the passage of the waves 
througn space . But something else of great i mportance 
came out of Herta• experiment. The receiver spark gap . 
was incloa d in a box to facilitate observation . Ineide 
the box the gap had to be made shorter to detect the same 
waves. Hertl!I hypothesized correctly that tt:e ultraviolet 
light from the transmitter spark influenced somehow the 
spark emission in the receiver. Ho had discovered t he 
photoel9ctr1n effect . 
A year later$ Hallw chs charged a plate of polished 
zinc negatively. An electroscope showed that ultraviolet 
light from an arc caused the z1nc plate to lose charge ., 
A positively charged plato was found to expe~ienoe no 
effect. Hallwachs used a more sensitive electrometer and 
,.,.. 
.... -···· 
,.. 1.::.. 
. . . 
. / 
/;r.,, l·tJ··· Ii 11•· 1 ,-.·r,1· 1·.,,r1 J r~ , ... -"" .. 
The ea thode A is the sour·ce ot' th€ rays, vihi eh ar 
thea focus.=-6 t> .Y th~ r.1S!'.i. ..,, •• no lE> l!.1 t.:~~ fl:."lOde (f). 
or·meily9 the: (}tathode rn;s ~·0110· n·.E strri;:-•)t T"$lth. 
But Helmholtz co1ls make a m~Fn~tlc fitld pPrp~adiculer 
to tbP- f.'1'3ne of the r.sper, •· ..1..tr t'1( ..... <:·ld un, the rays 
pAss through th€ hole in t.".'t ~M::.it1o<J ~-· 1 "..::id. ... r ~ :-ind o.r.to 
the tiE: ctrome.tF.r· C'"lr ;ni:- ~t~a ~' ,.,~. 'Lllt:tS, A rr1 eh h1eher 
lectromt.tcr renuir:g with t.1" "''r -:a c1:1 in'1ic8t<::d th:it 
the rays were behaving as r.1."'!Td~vf.,"' l;i-.a.rged 98 .cticl~s. 
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found t4at evan a neutral plate would acquire a small posi-
tiv char'ge due to the light (i . e ., there wao again a loss 
of negative charge} . Stoletow connected a photoelectric 
(polished r,inc) plate to the negative s1d of a high-volt-
sge battery . A gric was connected through a sensitive 
olectr·ometer to the positive side of the battery. When 
ultraviolet light foll on the plate, a continuous {photo-
electric) current flowed from the plate, t;hroueh space , 
and through the electrometer, back t the battery . 
enard, by investigations carried out in 1889, de-
termined that the charges lost in the phenomenon of the 
photoelecti.ic effect were sim1lal'" to the well-known ceth-
ode rays . Application of· e magnetic field showed that 
photoelectric x•e.y'B were deflected in. the i£:eme way a:J were 
cathode rays. At that time, the exact nature . of\ the cath-
ode rays them .. el ves was not known . The next asvelopment 
was a sc:·ies of '~xperlments that converged toward the.; dis ... 
covary of the lectron . 
In 1895 Per~in succeeded in showing by elec~rometer 
m asurements that the cathode rays in a Crooke's tube were 
nega t1 vely charged . !•!eanwhile, Lenard found by irec t 
measurement that the photoelectric :t"ad1atior4e W'3re :iega-
tively charged. He believed, however, that they were pure 
negative eleetr-:lclt;;, apart fr:>m matte?" • 
In 1897 J . J . Tho:naon began expe!"in-.enta which e!'labled 
• him to lmow r ore about the nature of cathode ravs . The 
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Th0 chc-.... :cg.;;d particles a.re acted upon by a consto.nt. 
F'or 11 cBthodc~ rav0 
" 
Therei .. oro, we 
,_ 
•, 
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rays were emitted at high pe d inside ~ highly evacuated 
tube . A hole in the anode allowed the beam to eont1nu 
at constant speed between two parallel pla tee . The trJetel 
plates could be charged electrically . A pair of Helmholtz 
coils were arranged outside the tube so s to produce a 
1 agnetic field at right angl s to the electric field of 
the pl. t s . The cathode ray could then be deflected in 
the me plane by the two field""" . The end of tha tube op-
posite the cathode was made rluo~e~cent so thet one coula 
detect the beam's position. A spot appeared on the end of 
the 4 Ube and thi~ spot was deflected by the electric field . 
Th n, by increasing the current in the coils, the magnetic 
ield was applied . '.lhe field was increased until the beam 
came back to its undeflec ted po 1 t1.on. If the plat sepa-
ration is d, th~ applied plate potential i v, th m net-
ic field is B, and th rays re charged particles of ve-
...- r -. -··..-
locity v and charge q on each, then: ••· \• ' f .J \ ) ,_,.. '£1 , 
( v = E, the electric field) and the equation • ta tes the 
CT 
balanced deflecting forces of the two field • The equation 
enabl d Thomson to find the velocity of the rs . s . Th n 
t he magnetic field was turned off . Th electric deflection 
b uaa measured . b is proportional to y, t he deflection 
during passag between the plates .. l:t 1 is the length of 
the plate and x is the distance from the beginning of the 
\j' - ! • . -- ~-. ; ~, 
pl te to the screen, then -.::~·- ~ .Y.. or . -·· ~z~ · 
Th de:; lection y is related to the acceleration a fol lo rs: 
..,._ ='·· ' -
-... , --
_, 
? u 
'"\;1~ .. 
-~-
{ 
12 
' ,,,. ... , ;-
, •' 
:: ~!==---.;.t-·<lol 
d ix: 
From the last equation , the charg,- to-mass ratio , a besio 
property of the par ticle is computed . Th.G value obtained 
by Thomson was 1.7 x 107 e . m. u . Cathode rays behaved as 
negatively- charged masees in .otion. Further work b;v 
Thomson revealed that trese masses were not peculiar to 
cathod ray but were also found in other types of emis -
sion. 
The v lue of e/m ha'"" been determined in this 
way for the negatively electrified particles 
which form the cathode rays which ore so con-
spicuous a part of the electrical discharge 
th~ough a gas at l ow pres~ures; and nlso for 
the negeti vely electrifi.ed particle~ emitted 
by metals (1) when exposed to ultra - violet 
light, (2) when raised to the teMperature of 
incandescence •••• the value of e/m i~ thA 
same whatever the nature of the gas in which 
th~ particle may be found , or ~hatever the 
nature of the metal ••• 2 
. 
The value of e/m was about 1700 t i "iles the charp-a- to- mass 
rat i o of · hydrogen ions . The rat:J.o for hydrogen ions had 
been found by nethods of electrolysis . The quest{on was , 
is it due to s greater charge or a ~>naller maE' ... tr a t e/ ... 
for c-thode rays is so large . The answer c me eftar the 
electric charge wa~ determined . 
While Tl oMrnn wat: invetttige ttng the na t ura of the 
:;? J. J. ~homson~ Llc:t .. c t~ and ~tt r (N w York, 
190 ·} ' p. 86. ·---··--
13 A 
9 
·r .... 1•msend, who did a s:i.m:tlar expe:d.:ment 11 collected 
the known dii'.forences be t·wesr~ the densities of s, tu.rated 
i:".r.""'e W1' ~ d "i 1 n)t U"lt:> Lh"" ~· vac./· 'f'1.""+'r_1od ...  f' co:-,1n. u-·-~J. !i , ,, ,., __ ;._~ - ! ·~v l< n; '-' ~- l.J - """' v~ • .I" 
liberr.-ttG:l per change 
(h-0f~t 11.berated r.er lmi t. r:-.L1 .ss of v.:.:_ror thE.t cond euscs); 
mas~; of all the vapor in the chamber . 
The work done on oxpansi'.~m i.s p x u~ and the total 
heat liberated is A p u. 
m" ~ !:.;t:l.l--: • ..!11.Cl • The qu-;;.nti ties on the r:ight tlre e:::.:the~c 
r. 
ma.s,~:nrod. Cl' foun.d. f"£'Om tables {pp. 2046~ '2.0li-7 of CRC 
Handbook $ 33rd ed 11 ) .::i..nd the mas[~ o.f' v.:por in. the cloud 
trail can b(;) .fow c ., 
l 
13 
cathode ra.ys D o. T. n. Wilson in\r.ented the cloud eh.amber . 
This device could detect the presence of eharged parti-
cle . Water vapor in the saturated air in the cha~ber 
would condense along the path of charged particle~ more 
eas lly than along tho path of uncharged particles.. The 
condensations appeared :ln the form of a cloud trail .• 
Soon tI'homson made use of t' e cloud chamber to investigate 
the charge on that cathode ra.yfP. He used a piece of radium 
ins :ide the chamber to produce the ionized part!.elea . Then 
he observed the rate of fall of the cloud tra1.ls . An Elee .. 
trome taJ:> element inside the eham '.. el"' collected the charge 
from the pa:rtieles . '.the total amount of vapor in a c l oud 
q 
could be computed from the pres~ure and temperature . If 
the radius of an average drop were kn,own, then the number 
of drops could be found . Thomson used the empirlcel law 
of Stokes to compute the radius: CL .· r§~-11--:~= !J ';. ~ 7:5'9 I} f ?- ., 
v is the rate of !'all; p the density of' the drops ; n the 
viscosity of tre medium; g the acceleration due to gre vi ... 
ty; a represents the radius. Each drop was assumed to 
have one un:l t of charge . 'lhe totnl charge on the e l eo -
trometar vtas dividod by the nu.Yflber of ions . Thomson ob-
tained a value of 3 . 1 x 10- lOa . s . u ., which turned out to 
be about one third too small . 'But it was clear that the 
cathode rays (electrons) vere much smaller in mass than 
hydrogen 1.ons . 
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n. A. }7illiken BC Cura tely de term"' nEH~ the v~lue of e . 
Ifo began by trying to e l:l mi.nate some ·:>f tre ' uncertoint1.~s 
known rate c)f evoporation of the d:ro •s riu.r'lng tr.e fHll . 
WhU.e s tu.dying t he eirnpo1"atlon effee ts , :.r.ill !1-ran mode t~ro 
";\ irnportnnt a:tacoveriea ..... First, he found thst \1tith a atronp. 
electric field, he could hold individnal drope ln view f>or 
nearly as long as e. m1.nuta . Secrmd, Poma of t~e drops 
plcked up ions ano changed velocity eei he observed to;hem . 
Thie suggested to him that one could determine he cherp-e 
on captured ions by observing· drops before and et• ter v. 
capture . T~e expansion chamber was given up in favor of 
different a.ppera tus . A Eroall chamber was mAde of two metal 
plates {22 cm . in diameter and 16 mm. e.part ) for the top 
and bottom.. Tne plates wore connected to e 10 , 00Q, .. volt 
be. ttery . 011 was sprayed into en upper chem be!• e bove the 
plates ~ A few of the drops ea.me down between the charvPd 
plates through a ennall hole in the trpper plate . Individu-
al drops were observed thr•ough a telescope equipped Yi th 
parallel horizontal cross - hairs . 
From the rate of fall of an unchnrp~ed drop , Millikan 
found the radius and weigbt . A sphere of' radius a mov-
ing at speed v 0 through a fluid of vitrnos:i ty n encounters 
a force of resistance 6D.nav0 • The weight or the droplet 
-------------------~~~~~~~~------~------------- --
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1s.fTrct~eS • where p is the density of' the 01.l . At the 
te;:minal valoci ty then f '1T 4 3fB-= bl1ljd.. v; enilbled .U.111 -
kan to determine a and thus t e weirht of ";he drop . I~ 
the drop then picks up charge e and ie ln en electric 
field E, then the additional force on the ~rop is aE . 
So eE + ~ rra 3£'9 ='Ti lia. Vi • The drop fa lle now with speed 
The relation eE =6Tfl/,Z{t,~ ·-\lo) makes it possible to 
compute, from the other known quantities . the value of • 
After observing veloc 1 ties on thousands of drops , ~"ill" kan 
knew that the velocity differences (as v1 - v 0 ) could nll 
be expresqed as some ~ultiple of a smallest number . The 
drops never changed velocities fractional amountQ of that 
number, That meant that e was never smaller than ~ome 
unit of charge and never occurred but in multiplee of that 
unit-- the e l ectron charge was quantized.. Thomi:1on and oth-
ers had a umed a unit of charge in their work . illiken 
found one in his . Whether the speed of a drop changed 
aa a r sult of an uncharged drop acquiring some charge. 
or as a result or a charged drop gaining or losing f!ome 
charge, the result waEi the same--a fundamental unit or 
charge . It is also noteworthy that Milliken did :~ot as-
sume Stokes' law of fall- - he checked lt and corrected its 
predictions 2lightly . Millikan obtained a value of e in 
1910 . His mo .. t reliabl e determination as in 1913 , a value 
which ~as not improved upon for twenty years . He found 
15 A 
10 The follm,rlng is a sn.ro.ple coruputa.tion, from sonc 
of t.he e<:trly data of I1:i.1lill: an , ond using the fom. of 
A drop hP.d bfJen observod 
feJ.liug with no electric field, w·:lth a velocity v6 • It 
had nJ.so been observed with sevcr~.l othl3:r d:lffermr" speeds• 
v1 :. di.f.fe!·ent .for en.eh r.:umb0r of cha.rges on the i-:rop ., 
•r.i· i · .. -= 1"' 3 • ,. -. ct b ·1 t • ·, . f' oo •' • I 
.the ire ocrc.t.es fL .1. fl1:~to ff y t':u .. ,1rL.es o • •. 1 .~ cm sec .. 
1'h:i.s particulr1r drcp :1a.d three units of chargo on it . 
B.: Stob.;:;; la·;, the radius a := 3 . l x io-1>- '1-18-S d<:l't~rm:Lnod., (en.) 
1.'ho viscosity n -· 1.82 x 10-4 dyne sec/cni. 2/ . . nd tho 
field wo~j 6 x 103 volts/en_. ~ ') :~ io3 / 3 x 102 = 20 stat.v lt.s . 
:i..s as 
• ......-...... ! 
i-~ 
.,.._...,. 
,L. ' /-7 
·7. I 
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= 4. 807 x 10-lOe.s . u . , with e possible error of 5 in 
t_e last figur. Millikan's det3rminotion of e made it 
clear '-hat the negative rays (now called el ctrons) were 
sme.11 particles ui th the same quantity of charge as by .. ro-
gen ions . 
Lenard continued his work on the photoelectric ef-
fect . He put th~ emitter and another element (anode) i.n 
an evacuated tube. Tbe anode wa~ made neutral and the 
emitter (cat~ode) subjected to a varying potential. An 
electrometer connected to the anode measured the photo-
lectric current . Lenard plotted the current aP e fun -
tion of the cathode potential . Even when the cathode 
was so~ewhat positive, ultra-
violet light could liberate 
sm:i:J olec trons . 'lhere was an 
increase of current as th 
cathod- became less positive , 
until a ma,r.imurn current was 
reached e Photoelectric rays 
' > 
,,/ 
_ ....... ,..,.~ ,,.-
,;I""/'•" 
·"'" ,. 
then had a certain energy to et rt with--enough to over-
co .. 1e the positive voltage . 'Ihe :nor t enerretic pbotoalec-
trons (.11 th .. exirrm.m velocity) t .. rould hove kini:>t:lc energy 
• Further exveriments Rflowed 
that the cur~ant increased in prop rtion to t e intenPity 
of L.t~ht., out t!:.e t'ast;est ~lecti~ons wer•e 1lberetea no m~t-
17 
is .-:. ori1 th ea thode . The fact tbn t more ~lee trc,ns t-'ere 
frcec from the metal at sJaller retnr~ing po~ent1n1~ muet 
menn ths t there ai•e electrons with ~nany different ~nf1rg~ e~ . 
LowJr energy electrons were accounted for by the v~ .. e t:hnt 
s ·)me e lec trons were deep .r in the met.nl and used np q1li te 
a lot of energy ··n •';et ting to the . urface . Some elec~trons 
were deep enough that an accelerating (negative) voltn~e 
was required to assiat the light in setting them free . 
Lenard believed tbat a kind of explo ... 1ve force in the 
atom was relea,;:)ed by the light . Light• he re eonarl, ws.., 
only a trigger and s stronger trigger only released a c r -
tain atomic ft> re on the elea tron . Einstein a ttri but~ 
the electron's energy to the 11 bt itself . Hi~ explana -
tion of the photoelectric effect was based on his theory 
of the nature of ligbt , a quantum theory . 'Ihe theory !s 
built on Planck's theoretical work. We will iuterrupt our 
account of the progress of the knowledge of tha photoelec-
tric effect to summarize Planck's contributions on th na-
ture of radiation emitted from blsck-bodie • 
Black-bodies are those objects that absorb all the 
radiant energy of all wave- lengths that is incinent on 
them. Such a body is also able to err.it all wave- lengths 
of energy. W. Wien' a dis tri but ion law for red ia tion f r•om 
black- bodies rel ted the energy emitted E to the tempera -
:--· 
ture T and the wave- length ~i . i- _ ~ 
_... " ·~ 
Experiment erlfied the relation for small wave- lengths 
and temparetures . But Wien's formula did not hold for 
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long wav -lsngtha . Rayleigh later sholl d that Ci'. :~ l~ ;~F' 
, ... 
for the longer wave-lengths . Planck intended to a count 
for all the e.xper:tmontal facts of rad:lation by a f!:lnglo 
radiation law . ~nia ork he di~ in 1900 ~ 
Planck begEin by assuming that the radiated en~rgy 
could be represf}nted by the energy of ~:tmple oscillators . 
He used the concept of entropy S ·n terms of th enerRy 
E and temperauurc • ,1 C' - J ~ • -..; .) - .~~J'!!"'-
1~· 
This expression was 
differentiated. Th derivatives of the ener~y expres -
sion of Wien and Rayleigh wer separately subatit ted 
into the Recond order differential equAtion, 
two expressions=""?~--- ::: - B;-:. 
~~--....·'"*'' 
a!: Jo'' 
obtaining I/ 
-,,,.. 
·-· f:: 
_,..,..,,,- ,.. 
c.. 
Then Planck assumed that L ~--· 
c. ~-::d. 
,J;:: .~-
;.; -
The solution of the above dlff rentiel equation we. ex-
pr ssod 
l/T ~as 
as ~ -:.r: ·- t /I - p,r· .,. '-f - ..,. I 1""1 1 ~ .. .........-- ..,,iF ~
_,,..._ - r• 1 -•''.j· • I ---· d£ ~ '· £. ;• 
substituted for dS/dE, 
By definition of entropy , 
and the final result wes 
' • 'l i r.:;;· A ) 
I - ' f"'•'•'f+ ,-<I, '""h f th 
-::r· ·- 13· '-'Ji, • . '"" . .;:.- 1 , • e ene~-~- o e ~ound to be of the form Ll ·~ · ,/;;·:w;=_~i ~ 
....... 
oscillator we 
Then the energy 
of the radiation can be wr1 tten s ,-- - Ii_· --.!..~~-~~---· 
i- 'A - ·-:-, !i Q ,.;r:/). "7"" A 
4--(, I t_ ~.I -1 
where B in the oscillator equation 1 proportional toJ_ 
J' ... 
and c is proportional to;}.;~ A and B' in the radiat·on 
equation a e constants. For small value~ or~-r the -1 
- A I So!:. ·· ::::: l ... · ··-..-:;:;-y~7:-,,::: ( -! :t . n 9 s l Bl ) • 
I' ,A. .:<,.... .• "?.. 1 term can be drooped . 
'~ 
If /t f is large , · then the sarie ,;::.· tJ?.:1 ~- J 
'-- . - . 
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reduces to appro.xima tely 1 -z~· This means th energy 
__ $...._ .• 
.....;.~- · /\,. (Raylei~h' s Lad. Thus P1 ancl! had f i t.ted 
together th experimentally correct la ~ of radiation. 
He did not .. tor with thst . He wiehed ·o derive the redia-
tion l.w from the physical pr1nc~ples of radiation . 
Planck started agsin with entropy . Boltz~ann had 
found that S = k log l , ·\J'J er·e VJ :1~ tbe probabil:i ty thot 
a system is in a certain state. Planck wiehad to find 
the probabllity of any particular distribution of the to-
tal energy U of a system, among many oscillators that cora-
priae the system. If the energy were "ivided into infin!-
tesin.t: l amounts, then thero was no snswer to the pro·oab1.lity . 
He assumed that the energy was distributed among tho oecil-
1 to!'s in mul tiple,s of a f lni te amount e . Suppo"'e P un" ts 
of en rgy sre ~ivided among N oscillators; then U = Pe . 
The aver ge energy of a sin£le oncilletor i~ given by 
U = Pe/N . Planck used for W the expres~ion in N anq P 
~or large N. In the entropy e0uation he lhen substitu-
ted U N/e for P to obtain the entropy for a single o .... -
cillator . S was then an expres~ion in U and e . The 
definition and Wien's displacement lawa7·= con~t~nt , 
)1:, "";;"\ '~ c 
u ...:; ·- , ... i t ,,,. f. {j .. ) - ---" .• _...,.._.. ga Ve ·-,--:;;.;.- - ·;:.-- -·~ ;:.- or n erms Ol . requency , - 1 ;:.-+ - 7 __ .,,_ 1~.- .... t· •:;· 1-1 • "'.' i () I , J :J •.) p -. ._, ~" , , 
Then S if entirely given in terms of TI', V 9 and constant~ . 
Plonck t en let a = hv be one of the cone·';an :,... . 2be soJ.u-
r-e~ul ting <.~iff-::rcntL ... l ecp1nti0n ir. S is 
--i 
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th~ osc~lletor to the energy c: the r~diation, he Cinallv 
;, m~ h ; h" h 011t·~1·ne··1 1-.:· .. . ~ .. ···- · . ·~··"'""""f.".'' __ .,.,..,,., .. _ w JC "'grees w~tr1 hi .. 
... ... '-' iL. .. - ···1;~;--"- ".::~ c ('/!<. :,, r _ l ' . a . • . - . 0 
earlier results if .A = 8 n c h end B' : c h/lr. '.Ihus it 
was y t .le n ces~ary assumpt-ton tr~t :r·adia.tion is emlt -
tec1 ir ai~crete amounts hv that ?lnnck obtained an en!'r• 
gy rad in tion foriuula that; fi tteu the beet experimental 
resul t;s . 'l'r:is disccmtinuous pici:;ure of 1 ight would not 
fit into classical electromagnetic theory . The usee of 
Plancl 's constant h by other physicists in successfully 
e:;plainin-; .... o msny phenomena have indicated th~t the 
g'q--. an tum or a tion° is a fundamental physical quonti ty . 
Eine tein ace Olm t d for the photoelectric effect by 
using Pl anck's idees . Einstein asauma~ thet the excitinf 
light was quanti~ed in units of hv . These quanta pone-
tra'r,;~ the Burface of s metal end encounter electrons , ~.,e 
said . Part or all of a quantum ~1ght be ~1ven to an 0lee-
tron, but Einstein assumed that all of it was ~ivsn . Th 
energy became kinetic energy for the elect:t•on . So"Tte of 
the energy was used up 1n gettin.g to the &urfaae of the 
metal . lli.e remalning kinetic energy· of the electron .. rasi 
expressed P is the l-rork function , the 
amount of energy required to free the electron . The 
equation srowed thet the photoelectron energy wes inde-
pendent of the intenelty of the light , in agreement with 
experiment . If a :r•etarding (pos :1 tive) potential were 
aprlied to the metal, potential just large enou~h to 
I . ,--=--·~ 
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stop a11 the e1ec trone rrom escaping, then U e ::: f1 ·;;i- P. 
'lhe last equation predicted thatt for any giv n metal, the 
retRrding potential ought to be proportional to the fre-
quency of the incident light. So· it was in 1905. 
Millikan confirmed the prediction by experiment. He 
found it necessary to work with the alkalt metals because 
they responded to the whole range of visible and ultravio-
let light in emitting photoelectrons. Using his "machine 
shop in vaeuo", Millikan found that different frequencies 
did require different stopping potentials . From the plot 
of V0 e e.gainst frequency, he demonstrated that~ the en(~r-
gy of the fastest electrons 1 
proportional to t~e frequency 
of the lightJ the ~lope of the 
lin~ is h, whatever the metal; 
j 
'' e Vt; / 
/' 
the threshold frequency v0 is a property of the metal 
used as the am1tter.4 '~e = J: rnv~.t. :;:,. h.t/- h u 
uhere hv 0 :::: P, the Einstein work function . 'lbe everAge 
value of h obtained hi this way by Millikan was 
6.56 x io-27 erg-sec. Planck, Einstein and Mi likan 
had established that radiant energy can behave as qugnta . 
Those quantum discoveries dealt with radiat1.ons from 
infrared to ultraviolet. In 1923, A. H. 0ompton found 
4 
• R. A. 1llikan, op. cit., pp. 239~243. 
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that X ray!!! also must exist as quanta . He found that eome 
X rays were scattered by being glanced off graphite crys-
tals . The scattered radiation was found to be of long.r 
wave-length than the incident rays . irhe phenomenon wa 
different from fluorescence . The scattered rays w0re in-
dependent of th~ sca.ttere~; t hey were dependent on the wave-
length of the incident beam and very nearly equal in ~ave­
length. Fur·c;herrnore , the new radiations were polarized , 
unl1k fluorescent raya . 5 Compton accounted for the new 
phenomenon by first assuming X rays to be quanta as hed 
Einstein assumed ~ltraviolet quanta . Let a quantum of en-
ergy collide with an electron in the crystal . From the 
collision the electron acquired a v,locity v . For the 
f~ me?-- - -:::: m . ?--el~c tron, the kinetic energy is ~ef{;-'@ , · G (m is the 
f ' -~ 
reet mass of the electron) . By the conservation or energy , 
// 1 , _ ., where" t is the frequency of the h .1"'" J''ll' .._ f!Jf.--==- =_-~~,,,,,.. vn c. P- rJ 
. f"' li?C. 
scattered ' radiation . By the conservation of momentum, con-
sidf.ring the x and y components lndependently , come the 
h p - h •1}/ F .S & -J- Vf'j -v-=- V-. <; <h 
equations: =--r;: ;:;,,.. -¥' \,-P.· -- T rp=::y 't'.:-9'1 'f.jf 
. - ~ ;~ ~ r·~ 
two 
0:,, h~JI ~ -~__!:.,.- $ i 0 @ -
~ ~--
'"' Squaring both momentii~ equations and adding the results , 
7J 11 1 fJ!.f!.'( ;\ , ! . h I \ the reeul t 1s V'""Y;;:. . 1 ,.,.- /- (a5 @1 or il = ~~ t I~ Cos Et,'~ ~}1t;r " ft'JC \. I 
5 A. H. Compton, X Haya and Electrons {Princeton, 
1926) pp. 11-14, 70. - ~ 
22 A 
12 Using the f'o1"1U ot tlte momentum and energy $\'.itWtions 
(a) 
(d) 
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after combining the sum with the energy equation. F.x-
peJ:•imentally" Compton had round that /\-A' ;:.::, .OZ'/(i ·-(.>21Se). 
So a quantum theory for X ra.ys gave results 1n agree-
ment wl th exper:t.ment , 'lbe recoil electrons Compton pre-
dieted were la.ter detected in a clou.d chamber . The 
classical theory could not account for the increased 
"Wave- le ngtb , An electromagnetic wave incident upon a 
charged particle ~ould vibrate it at the wave's own fre-. 
q uency. Any light emitted from the atomic particle 
would be of the same frequency, no matter what the di-
rection of the secondary radiation .• 
List us turn now to another mat·ter--the structure 
of mattar . J . J. ·Ibomson suggested in about 1900 that 
th!" aton1 wss a shell of' positive charges with neg::..t:lve 
13 
electrons interspersed. That atomic model ·wa ... based on 
his work with positive and negative ions and elect~ons 
in vacuum tubes and magnetic fields. Rutherford in 1911 
f'ounf. that alpha par tic lea bombarding a layer of g.es 
were sometimes de.fleeted through large angles . This 
'Nas just what should occur if the stoma had a cond""nsed 
mass of positive charge . For Rutherford knew the charge 
and mass of the particles . 'l'he cloud chamber tracks of 
t.he alpha particles could not be explained by a hollow 
atom . Rutherf(.)rd's theory of the atom gave 1.t a nucleus. 
positive with a large mass and electrons ~urrounding the 
nucleus at a large distance compared to the nuclear radius . 
13 It is mere a.ccurate to say that the · Tho!i1'son a:'.,om 
was a sphere of uuil'ormly distributed + charge liith electr·ons 
embedded. 
Niels Boh1· was working under Rutherford in 1913 
wi-.·en Bohr developed his own theory of the atom . He 
began with a model of the hydrogen atom . In our dls -
cussion we will start with hvdro~en. too . '.Ihe theo"""' (n ~~ x ) C>"' • ., <-.!J L e 
may be extended to hydrogen- like atoms - -atoma with not 
too complex nn outer electron structure , or partly ... jon-
1zed atoms . Bohr built his theory to agree with the evi-
dence at hand from the line spectra of incande~cent pasee, 
especially hydrogen . Rydberg had showed in 1890 that the 
wave number (reciproca l of wave-length) and tre number of 
position in a series 
' "'/.J...-1\ tion ~x :::. ; . \. ~ w;~J. 
of spectral lines were in the rela-
This equation is based on the ~el-
mer series of hydrogen, a series of spectral lines in 
the visible region. The must be an integer greater 
tha1 2. w. Ritz generalized the formula in the "combi-
nation principle" . According to the principle, the ~ave 
ntw1ber of every spectral line can be expressed as the 
cifference of two terms . These terms for hydrogen ha.ve 
t he form R/m2 . t,: 1?(~ -f:) end {;_ :: F\ {~ -t:i) ~ ive 
the wave numbers for two of the Balmer lines . Further , 
the principle predicted that R(jz.·-t:..J might exist . 
Paschen later found this line a .. part of a series in 
the infrnred region of the hydrogen spectrum. Bohr ' s 
atom agrees ldth the Ritz rule . 
An atom of the kind proposed by R ther~o could 
not long exiet hy classical laws . The os:i.tive nucleu~ 
and th electrons could not remain stationary. If one 
moved with respect to the other, continuous raoietion 
25 
should emanate from the atom; it would lose all its en-
ergy and collapse. Bohr postulated a planetary atom 
mod l that obeyed classical la·s exceEt that it could 
exist in a state of non-radiation. Secondly, radiations 
could occur only when the electron made a transition 
from one stationary state to another. Third, the radia-
tion ould be eqviva.lent to that given off by e. harmonic 
oscillator of conetent frequency. This frequency had 
no si~ple relation to the electron's motion . As a re-
sult cf the .... e poet~ulates, Bohr showed that hll=f;_-E1 
where E2 and r.1 are the stationary-state energie of 
the electron, and h is the Planck's conatant. Thus the 
freq tency of the radiation, JI is the d5.fferenc of two 
terms. There :le agreement 'Pith both the Einstein theory 
of radiation and the Ritz principle of Mpectral lines. 
The following discuea:!.on will show how the agreement may 
be arriv.sd at. 
Bobr'~ stationary states were determined by the con-
dition that the angular momentum of the orb t3n., electron 
is en integral multiple of h/2n:- The first postulate sta-
ted that m~rr.:;. n h .. . 1.rhe classical force due to the elec-
2.. T( ff \Ti.. Z e?' 
trostatic attraction must be ..ur- :: ·~ • Z is the number 
. r 
of positive charges 1n the nucleus (ato11ic number); e is 
the elementary unit of cbare: ; r ig the. radi.un of the 
.· 
BOHR A'I'OM TRANSITIONS: Those tranmitions for 
which .t'l.1 = 2 and n2 = 3, 411 corre~pond to Balmer epect;rnl l ines . The Pase hen aeries consi.s ts of U.nes end tted wl1en 
au electron falls from a higher (or less negative) ener[_ry' 
01 ... b:i"' to the third orbit (n1 : 3). The Lvmen se?iies is { ) 
emitted in transitions to tne l owest state . Balmer lines ·most 
are in the visible spectrum; Pasch.en lines are in the 
infrered; Ly~an lines are ultraviolet . 
14 The c~<pres:;ion fo:r V {potential enerEY} of the 
nlf~etron is - Z ()2 /r hecnus4' of th= r~ferenc$ used fol'.' 
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~ero ")OtBnt.:ta1 en~rgy. A3aume that the electron has zero 
potcntiHl '"hen r is inftnite. Since the nucleus attractr1 
the electron, then as "Ghc electron npprctlchcs closer 
{r decreases) it l iJE"·.JS potontir:;,l energy w·{th rc·npect to 
the nuJ;leus . Th1.s :ls consistent w:ith the fn.ct that we mu:3t;: 
do rork on t'.:in elec t:,:ron to inc.r·ensc its potenti;1l; that Ls, 
to carry .1.t out to .... ,~.rd infin ttv. 
....... 
(circular 11 let us assume) o:r,bit. Co'.'1'1bining the two 
equ tions .y eliminating v giv s the resulting expres-
sion for r: r-~ .... -1-:t~:_r___ The total energy is E=rr+i.! 
' -- ¥°7!;;~ 2.. e·· IH ' 
the sum o.r kine tic ani-1 potential . In terms of a tornic 
.,,,,,..~ .. ,t · - -·~ _,, ~ ...... y : ;., )Jlf' -; .... ""' -,I.~ b ,;.., 
proper 'ties, £ ::.. .:...:;'-:.....'!., - 7 ::-- ::·. ·-j~;· -· .!:::..~~2-=~ ::::. ·"1 ;·:.:'= - .. 
Substituting for r from the above equation, we have an 
~xpres~ion for t' e energy of the nth stat , which is 
_,:; .. 'l ~.....,; .. 
· ..:..:_}.:.....~.- '-' .J]j. Then the ene:r :y due to a 
4~ .. 'i· c.. 1-- r 
. ~ I 
transition is 
the difference of' two such terms, or, in detail it is 
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·- · -:r;.. .,1 -.1..· -· <;:.t l/ I t · · .,- (,· i f ' 
...... I ; r ~ ~ ··"" 1-- - ·N"f"J:'lT -..... •inc~ J.. - - ·-c,,.t ~·-t ..... _.._ .. ' ~--- ~ -· ~--:::"'~ !~,7-· l1·;:,;J10.,.,, o ..., j\ ~·-·. i vl.... J.- ""'/ 
r·} - , r:. J .( ,, , . !"~ 
holds for I - , spectral lines of hydrogen, and :1 :.~ i.( •..- for 
/\ 1_ 
lieht, as well a a Eine tein' s E~ /1 ~., then it 1~ found 
Also, Bohr's atom shoul.d emit the pT'op ... that ]!.. :: ~.-
,~ ff c. 
er frequencies, ~- ~ .., "-,.;.·· ./.;' p1•ovided l-\'-; ~:... •1 f.:. di T'ne value of the 
~ ~ . ""'"> .. ~-~)' ·-, 
1 .... ~· l'i"" 
Rydberg constant R computed from e, mg h, and c agreed 
well with the empirical value. 
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By the year 1923 it became cloar that llght (more 
generally, electromagnetic radiations) exhibited a dual 
nature, '!'he "wave nature" explained interference, dl.t'frec-
tion, refraction and polariza t ion, On the othex· band 11 the 
pbotoel ctric effect, black-body l .. adlat:ton, and the Comp-
ton effect seemed to force on physicists light•s "particle 
pers .e lity". If one asked him, "Is light a wqve or a par-
t1clensi the pbys1c1st was likely to answer, "Yes". 
About that tiwe, I.ouis de Broglie proposed tho t matter 
too should demonstrate a wave-particle nature. From rele~ 
ttvitJ considerations, be demonstrated wbet would be the 
wave properties of matter. He examined the energy and mo .. 
mentum of photons• According t::i Planck, Einstein end Jli 1lli .. 
kan, end Compton, t he energy of a photon wa~ hv. Also, 
according to Einstein, f. = h ?) =-/ff7c;:'j,,. if a photon could 
be thought of ee having an equivalent mass. Since light 
involves waves, though, C. ':!.. ]JA. as for any oth~r waves. 
Then hJJ-h )it_""::.. .tnc').- If a photon bed any momentum 
( f ' :::. m C. ) it would have ~ , h -/ to be f;:; 1X. -::. ~
De Broglie suggested thst if ~atter ~~ existed, that the 
I 
momentum of (say, an electron) would be ,...,..1'71 IT ~ 11/~ 
These matter wave would have a wave-1 ngth "°"" - h/ 1 
'··· - - hJnr 
What is this matter w ve like? I.f we let w represent the 
velocity of this (de Broglie) wave, and v represent the vel-
ocity of the electron" H; turns out that v t;if ~ e 
Since the energy travels with the particle, not 
w1th tbe wave this ls not i~possible . 
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Tbe relation vw = c2 seems at first 1.ncredlble, 
This would say that an electron traveling with a 
velo, ity v less than c has associated with it e «mat-
ter wave" tra veling faster than light i:n vacuum . But, 
where , ·periodic waves are concerned, this is not e new 
concept. There is more than one velocity associated 
with periodic waves . Suppose one examines s small group 
of water wsves trav6ling on a surface . It is easily ob-
served that the group travels at e certain constant 
speecL. This is celled that wave's "group velocity" .. 
But a singl,e wave - crest may be observed to move forward 
within the group. ~hus, 3 slngle wave tt"evels fast~r 
than the group velocity. The greater v~locity here is 
called cha 0 pbase v0loci ty" . rrha explana ti.on for this. 
occurrence was given by Stokes. 
Suppose that the waves were ae;tually made up of two 
superposed waves of slightly different wave - length. The 
re su.1 tant of the two wl 11 give our wave group . If both 
of the superposed waves travel at the same speeds then 
the resultant wave travels at that speed 1 too . But if 
the longer wave moves faster than tbo shorter• then the 
res 1ltant waves "ba ck up" with respect to the original 
waves . That is, the group-velocity is lesR than that of 
the original wave . 
r1'his may be seen clearly from. the following diagram 
and analysts~ '11he Wt'P.re-train of length A '/' )... trsvalE 
#"WW 
-
•• 
v' 
,. 
I 
. .. -
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at spoed V'~V· The or6st. V1 approaches Vat a velocity 
V .. V. Let '1' be the time required for V' to overt;ake V. 
\Then this has happened, the center of tb rem1ltant wov 
group ill heve moved from B t? the left by the amount of 
one wav3-longth, with respect to the ).-waves. Then IV~ v}T 
\ / 
=- X - Jt or -- yj.:L In the time T, touever, 
, d .7'.. 
the ~-train has moved forward s di tance VT. Theret'ore 
tre cont.er of the roup has moved forward by V'l' -A.. 
But i1r~ -:i - fv-"' rtv T V .. A - f.., -- o J /...,, ~t'be gr')up velocity then ta 
U=-- ~r-]} =- ( v- 7\ b:J\ . In cases or no dispersion, 
T ' d7r 
or if d l/'~. -::. [., , than U = V. /;JA Otherwise, tbo group may travel 
slowe~ tban V. It turns out that the speed of ll541c as wss 
ul.l.1octl1 Ille SS"..l.!'U d by .ichelson and others is accually the 
GI'OUp ·;oloci~y .---:"t """'""- l t ~i. ... W37G& 0 Up on diap rsion, tn v.:. .... J."' ... b.H• 
group velocity of' the light waves di f'fcre from tbt::J!.r pn<.H~a 
velocity. Mat ter waves could bohove in si~llur fa.~1on. 
Expor1nentul ev1donce conft:'t11ng the existence of 
r1atter wuves came 1n 1927. .Uavinson ond Go:!'mer of Boll 
me l phone Lnboro torie s rnadu the first d:. COV9ry publi ~bed. 
'l1boir work was with tbo :reflec~~on of electrona frorn a 
.ingle ~ry tal of nickel. Thotr axpariments sho ed for 
one th1ng that a beam of electrons striking a crystal 
. urface were cleffracted by tbe regular array of a toms, 
much like X rays. Diffraction ~ugge.tod waven to tbe • 
So Davisson and Gex~mer determ!.ned to t;est whet.hex• tbe 
di 1'fractton ues according to the d6Broglie waver, ssoc1.e-
t d Jith electrons. 
\ 
(TO 
0 f ,Da v I SS ( n - 6 e ( lV\ E: r 
. 
'-· ~ ·~ 
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We now r fer to !;he sketch of their experimental 
Fet-up. The l~ctron gut boiled off And sccelereted 
electrons et ne~ired ~oltagaA. The crystal et T re-
flected the beam of electrons. At C was a wovable col-
lector le ding to a gelvAnor.ieter. C could be l .. otated 
obout the T-a .is through an angle$. C eoul nl o ba 
mo\/'ed about tl:lc a.x:t s FT through an angle f;'1 • Davis f"On 
and G -rmer moved the coll otor through ant le oi' 6 and 
"';,un• ';he GUl .. rent to vary pvt•tcdi cslly with t-r. l;hen 
they ftx d6 for a ma .. ·imum current and v a1"ied cp only. 
The reAults are exprossed by polar diagrams , 
radius veccor is pr0portional l 
wher the 
I. /4 
I '-... / .· ' .... \. ,/ I I ,/ ' 
l/ // 
,, 
.. ~ _,/ 
'.,;.! ,,./' 
~ / ,/ / 
.  _,~ 
of 50°. Slower or faster 
to the current. hon 54-11olt 
0le0trona were used. e peak 
current occurred at an angle 
electrons from 40 v. to 68 v 
gave less "spur 11 o:r• none at all for tho same 1alue or <) 
Again, when 181 v. electrons were used, a similar peak 
occurred at an angle of (j) : 55°. Other strong be r.l"' were 
( ~) found for other eztMutb - value , at 1lfferent voltages. 
Here was a strong suzgestAon of tbe pre ance of aveo. 
L t ue take th example .for whtch <I> .... 500 and V = 54 v. 
Sine only surfac atoms of nickel were being utilized, 
Davt~~on nd Germer u~ d n A: d sin~ to relate the angle 
or diff1 .. action to th. cry:.;tul spacing and the "waves". 
rl'he Bragg formula for X rays is n /i. = 2 d sin~- '1-1hero 
laye e of atoms in n r.rystal aro being used . The az1-
mu~h of the crystel was such that the crystal spacing 
was d = 2.15 x io-8cm. Tak1ng this to be for n = 1, 
we ~ave ~ = 2.15 x 10~8 x in $0° = 2. 15 x io-8cmo x 
3 
• 7~,60 ::: 1 .. 65 x ic- 8cm. for the ;.iaves. T'.:-H~ second- order 
value (n = 2) 1. ~ = 2.15 x io-8cm. a .8192/2 • ~he 
·e Broplle wave-length is . 88 x io-Bcm., about half that 
'Jf tno ~irst-o!'d~r d~f f:i.~action.. Usi:ig the de Broglie 
where V ·s the pot0~ttal 
and e the eloct~oniu chnrgo. The first-order veluo le 
( ;_n N~i:> units) ~~ = 6.62 7. 10-34toule s¥c • 
2 x 54v. x.bx1o- 9cou1 . x9 . 1lxl0·3lk~. 
=l.6'7 x io·lOm., A sL1ilar cglculation for the eeciJnd 
or er yteld13 Both arc 1.n 
ment wl th Davisson Rnd G11rmer' s expnr•iments.l v~l·_1~s. I~ 
ninotoen ca~e s, they foun.1 s irr.1.lur a :ree-ne'"lt. 
Kikuchi of Japan paF-sed electrons through very thin 
sheets of mica snd obtaine•~ tr,e Lau~ 1tffr3ctton patte:.."ns 
so .familiar from X ray di i.frsc-t:.on. Tbe r•tH.:ults werB 1.n 
a .roo~en~ with the 1e Broglie wave-length ~or oleotrons. 
Diffraction of' olectrone by t.h~.n metallic films done by 
G. P. homson of Engl nd also confirmed tho extstenoo 
of the electron waveP that ,q Broglie ha~ proJ1cted. 
I 
/ 
... -
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About a year a fter de Broglie's initial work, t he 
form of the new 0 wave mechanics" was made more complete 
and rigorous by Schroedinger. le ah 11 return to hi s 
mathematical approach lstar. ~ow we can examine some of 
tbe uses de Broglie wave~ havo in regard to the Bohr 
atom. One of Bohr's postulates amounts to saying that 
rrnrr.:. !:Lb. for the circular orbits. Combintng thL. 
::i. iT 
with the expression for the mattar-wa~re-lenn-th il -:::. _b,_, 
n rn v 
rei:n~lts in)....-:. Ai7( or nA. ::: 2. Tf(. The last equation 
Y) 
s how 0 thet Bohr's conrHtion for• a Ettable orbit is inter-
p reted by wave mecranics as making it necessary that 
such ar.. orb1.t contains an integral number of wave - lengths. 
Ir. otber worde, an electron in Ft stable orbit AlwAys hae 
ma tter-v.·t?ves es socie ted w1 tb it that are standing :"Jave s. 
For the Bohr quantum number n = l, the orbit circumferonce 
fits one wave-length; for n = 2, two wave-lengths, ~nd so 
en . Besides that, these waves coula holp to explain a 
transition tetween stotes--sometbing the Bohr theory did 
not attempt to do. When an electron ln a hydrogen atom 
n1ade a change f:r•om energy st.ate h.2 t.o state E1, a qua nGum 
of energy bv was emi ttod. rl'he de Broglie 'ti a 1e fre~ ·. , e i e s 
1{ and l{ for• the St;&nding \·raves in each state could gi e 
rise to the emitted radiation according to the "beet ~ 
quoncy"' condition "J,/: ~ - U. Both this condition and 
- K 
- fl- hold simul...,aneously if U.:::: ~J,, + -, h h 1 
where K ta some constant. Tak E + K to 
\.! i b rd r i 11 Cf 
,_,/ 
.-- t ' 0 ... (I i1 Q 
-..1 
' r- ") 
. ·' . 
; r 
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mean tbe total energy Et ~r the electron. This means t lat 
for the matter waves f :::. £ -r. If tb waves t:-avel w1 th 
- h c 2 
a volod.ty'v}:=.f},:::_~ .lL-=. E:.!- th n Et =me 1 .. d 
h w. \f 111 lf 
to w =- c2/v. Tbis i.s a cbttractertat1c to ba expected of 
the matter waves . 7hen one c on~ide~s he bending (retrac-
tlon) of ol~ctror.a by a .hrmgi~ ele tr1c f'1eJd and t reats 
~ =a con~tent/v ag~in appears. 
Schroedinger formulated the matter-wave concept t i to 
tcJ mati-anattcs of wave rr1cchon1cs. "fh:; b.g'!ln by con~Jder-
to,~ the mechanics or" o~d. llatlon of 9 qu ntity. 'e may 
1~..,e ~ vlb.ratinc: !trln f'.?e s '.tiodel to eho"' the deve1op1'.!'1cnt . 
Now tbe u.ccer T = 4 L 
tiF 10 .. 1.:ir 1'; ::ic i.':he ~ 1 ppe:'.."' 'I'y >. t~ie lower "!'y becsntH'I !~l:~ 
x-componenta sre in equllibrlum. By :tewton's lewi·,-1 ;;;V!lU..y T:~:.~ td ... ) - fy(d or ;LI J ~ 2; ·.Jit, i ) ~·bere,1i/ ; m/dS, the 
linear den 1 ty. By r.r~ylor' E' ser1esfr~-1t1x)-:-: /~) rf Vx ·f ( 11dx_2.. ;,, { 
, I 
" e u~e the f1rE·t two terms f0r d1.ffet>ent1a1 change~. So · 
-,- ) . )){',, I T >-.T , "-I d I .... .., . \/ 
1 (X -r ~ x ux - Jy(x) ::. ~-x1t. dX or~x11 x :::. '/ .. - (.) v 
·ox ~ d. j b::t·1 ... .. 
Now, e.xaminc the rigbt n-emt>er only. Fors all-nmplitu.de 
waves, dx ~ di. The r1 •bt mom er beco ~H!/l(dX 'i)~L ~ u .,... 
fow, turn to the n 1.t~ilar tria'Tlt!le" of 'J: and dS. 
Tr orfy ::. T 6 t... end since T 1s a conAtant , 
, oX 
. 
~· 
i 
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b comes 
Whon conservative forces are pros~nt (as in an t.m wltb 
e 0er1 r.:il-forco f'teld) E = p2/2m + V e:xprepsee the enorry .. 
1!he:n p 2 = 2m(.E. .. vj, su.tistituted tnto the wa.va e~u tlon 
HL•. c, 1;1 {•_, in £f~- + 'd n-: ~fi (r £ - v) ,,{..( :.:: 0 
... ,.,._ .... ~ -o;x.:i. h2-
T,·:ib 1~ actur1lly I.ha ono·<limonsional Schroedinger equation. 
'l.'1:,t mu.:tt-dim·nsion~l equation bas the samo i'orm . It is 
V;;.. ,,ll f- '6 ~?;111 {E. - ~ V ) ... u ;::;. 0 J the d lff'eiran tial 
n"" 
eque tJ.on "ie scrib tng st~nr..linE natter wavo s in space., For 
non-stsnaing i.;&V&t; , ucn as woul 1.i 'e ijhe case during s 
t.ransttion 01 an elvct.:r·on in .;;bi;; hydro~on atoxr., tht3 
• ._ .. ' , " . ..,... ~- f.\ ~- ..-/ 2. : /) -f v• I 1) -·· ~ Ji_• _Q_~Jl Byv.a It Lr'.)n ., ... .v.:eE. "'J .1.0.... ~!JI v r "T -- 1,... ?\() 1-~II ;'J1 ,,A.../-L \.. 
w1·1ere yJ = u • 'l' , 'i' boi r.g a cvr.1plax f'unetion of t;ln:e • 
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now, let us apply the Schroedinger equation to the 
hydrogen atom. The electron is in the field ot the 
nuclear proton. The potential V of the electron ia 
V = - z e2. The total energy (kinetic plus potential) 
-r 
is then E = ~ - Zre2 • 
Next, we shall express the Schroedinger equation 
in polar coordinates, those that apply best to the 
hydrogen a.tom. This change of coordinates a f fects the 
r7~ Laplacian opera tor .:: • To change .from rectangular to 
polar coordinates, we make the substitutions: 
x = r sine cos f/J ; y = r sine sin tP; z = r cos a. 
-;..- ""'!I'll- o~ o".i-
The opera tor ~ = 5~+ 7>'f'"' + 7Jr or, in polar eoordi-
na ~"I I i> !u 'J. ()) _J_.. 2 lsin e_}_) + I 0 i-_ 
V = P ~ \r 7i? +('sine -oeC 2'e . r~;;n-i-e- ot1>7---
Now, assume that the wave function "111s a product of 
three functions: F{r)fJfB)r[x11). This is a standard way 
of' sep£u•a ting the variables r , ~and 1? • Now, we 
· take: [v2 -r -~~ (E+¥JJlJJ=-O 
and express it in polar coordinates, and divide it 
through by lJ! = RtJt tP • 
[ J_ L _Q_ (r 2- .QA) + -2 rn_; f. + t: e.?-)] + R r> Z>r ~ r n ~ l 1 r 
.Lr.J- j_ _Q_rs,·ne- 0~)11 + 1 r-1- -oi-m )-o 
I rz..L.& Sme "Zle \: "Q9 ~ r"'srn"'8- \. <I2 {} ~ -
' 71?.._j In the last term,~ ~$""is a f'uno tion of ~ only. But 
in the equation, this term can be equal to the other 
two terms; they are functions of _r'and !?'only. This 
1. \ 
c·. 
r .·· 
' 
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I . 
can be so only if the ter~a are all constants: 
J_ 0 7.,-::- =. - rn,_ (a constant) .. for which the lil -o ';;t. . I! 
solution q?::. e"tim~r(ys m• ii 5irim<iJ. Since (D repre-
sents a physical wave of some kind, then~ has the same 
value at positions dJ , 4i +2fi, ••• , (/) -fi.211 TT, ••• 
t-' ..l.. 
if'; e- • m l,p - I Thus, if ~ = - '· ) then m = 0,,!1 1!:2, •••• 
f The m ls called the raagne tic quantum num.her. 
The last two terrns of the Schroedinger equation L [L -1- _Q_ (sine ~~) - "JY1 '].. - J 
are r;.. 1& Sm E1 "b~ ()9 . Sin~e- ' 
The expression in brackets is a !'u.netion of~ only. 
It ia equal to a function of r only. Then the brack-
. eted quunt! ty must be another constant. Call this 
constant 4(Rrt} • There are finite solutions ~ 
I provided~= O, l, 2, •••• The solutions are called 
the Legendre polynomials. The result is that 
./ Z: lrn j ~ 0' for the first two quantum nu..11bers. 
When we examine the R part of the Schroedinger equation 
and use X = R/r, x = kr, wher-e k2 = - 2mE/h2 (h•bar 
·r 
squared: h/21r), a solution is X := A x 0 e-x, for alee-
trons close to the nucleus. 
When this solution is tried in the e'liu~ tion, and 
f {P+i) is used in the } ... term, the condl tions 
n = 1, 2, 31 ••• and n = _..f!+ l result. This condition 
on the third quantum number n gives the correct energy 
levels for the hydrogeJi atom. 
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above has other solutions . the quantum 
-p p 1 + _ (_ = o, l, 2, • •• ) . This makes 
indepencien t quantum numbers. :rhen 
The quantum number r;{is c~lled the principal or 
orbital quantum number; _ is the azimuthal or angular-
momentum quantum number and m is the ma6netic quantum. 
number (the quantum of the z-component of the angular 
momentum of the electron} . The Stern- Gerlach experi-
ment with hydrogen reveals & fourth quantum. ntilnber . 
A given spectral line was observed to split into two 
lines, equally- spaced from the normal lino• as a result 
or a non .. uniform me.gnetie f'i9ld . All the previously-
known conditions on the other three quantum numbers 
predicted that the line should split into th1•ee. in ... 
oluding one in the midjle, undeviated positioQ. The 
assumption of' a spin quantum number ms , :tnd:lca ting 
that the electron may have either or two spins about 
its own axis, such that Ills = ~ a. accounts for the 
obeervations quantitatively. 
SU!11I!larized, the quantum conditions on atomic 
ele c' tro' are: 
1. n , , m are all 1n tegers J llls = .:!:t 
,-17 ,,. 
2. n ' ,t 1' 
-f-s. <. j J . m 
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Than there are ( 2 _f + 1) values of' m for eac f.. 
There ~re 2 (2 g -<· l) combina tlons of m and Ms for 
each f." There ar•e (n ... 1) values of f for each 11., 
Thus for euch Bohr orb:i t (a giver. n}, t :· e cumber of 
posaible states an elect~cn may have ls given by the 
quantum conditions. 
Pauli wae responsible i'or introducing the fourth 
or spin quantu."'1 nu.."Uber for the electron, and with it 
cmne tha Exclusion Principle. In terms of the quantum 
numbers, the principle is stated ~s, 'No two electrons 
:r:w.y have the aame et of values of ell four quan 
numbers'. In other words, no t wo electrons in Dn o;;o.:i 
nay hsve the same energy-1 vel. The prtnciple hss to 
follow from tho quant11m. co'1.dJ. 1-.1 ns 11 wh tch ..;e·f" e derived 
from Schroodingar• s e ua tlon. .for Lhe G.'-Wl' turu nu..>nbers 
t}oni:> ti. tute the only WEl':f of ta] 11 ng th"' diffe since be-
tween one atomic state a u r1nother.,. As far as any test 
can pos ibl;r dete-r1'1l.ina, a c:; 'le.n aet of .tour> numbers s· 1ow 
a 1:.;iven. elec~ron; another aet oi: number· is tne only way 
possible to doact>ib another elec ti•on. 
As we have 'lndicated 1 the quantum conditio:is and 
the Puull. princi~)le dictatG the sts..tea a:n electt•on can 
have . The:ra!'ore# in atomn "hich h.uve many electrons, 
each elE,ctron must foll in .e di.f'ferent state . :iaxt, we 
will show ho·l a1l the ~l.:'lct~ons must be roi:;ii.'tont~d in 
~ 
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th vnr·o atoms. W can na:tly sho how the sriodlc 
table of the element oll.owa from quantUI11 • eohnnicn. 
1 en n = 1 (first Bohr orbit),,,{_= O, m = O, m8 = ~~; 
a ta i;a. Then n ::;:: 2,,f = o, th n lit = 09 is=+.g.' eind again 
tller a 'C two oloctronr-. 'l'he oondi ti oni_ = 0 de 'ines 
m\ ~-state; n = 1, g = 0 is the ls ~tnte; n = 2,j_ = 0 
is the 2s s tn to. All s-s ta tes h J.~1e no r:iox-e than two 
olectron3. The conditionl = 1 da~.inea tho p - state. 
Whon n - 2,1_ == 1, t.hAre are three posaibl~ '' l os 
of m (-1, O, ~i) a..~d acain, the two value~ of m~. Th 
tharc are aix electrons in the 2p state we hav ju.at 
described . He should s y thl!lre are r~o trH>re than uix. 
!S!le-c t-non.9 in tt:iis sub-shell, bocsuse somE~ a to:n.s may 
not hive · rh.1ugh to fill the s t 0 te. 
' 
We see then, that for n=2, the~e are ei,_,ht elec t.rons, 
!!.aximum numb r for the second Bohr orbit. 
When n = 3~~ may have value cf o, 1, or 2. Th 
last condl tion de.t"inea ';he d-a ta to. Hh.en n = 4, there 
can exist an r-stat ~ !'or wbichi = 3. Applying the 
qu• 'l tum ooncil tions 1·eve&.ls th~ t a d-s ta te can have no 
more than ten slec t r o:ns; :.:m f-::i ta ta cannot ell ow mor 
then four teon. 
J.I:!J1TIAT.,,L, PERIODIC 'I'JUJJ.Ji, OP rrHE ELEl"l~-:~;ITS 
- -
{shells) n= l 2 3 I 
J_subshell$,) r---x £! ~-~ 
____ .!i;. 
' 
= 0 l 0 l 
... 11 ls .J. 
2 He ls2 
JLi l:.a2 2a; 
4 Be tt 2s 
5 B " n 2p 
6 ' n ff 2p2 
7 3 ff tr 2p( 
3 0 n '1 r . ~ .2·o i· 
9 F n n 2p5 
10 }fo If n 2p6 
ll Na H It . .,~ :;s 
12 tf g n n u J!l2 
13 Al n " n t Jp2 lli Si tt n II n Jp 
15 p tl n " ff .)p3 16 s " tf tl tl Jr>~ 17 Cl t1 II n " Jp6 18 A ff If 11 ll 3p 
19-r- 0 !is-
20 Ca n tf " 
n n 4s2 
21 He ·: I" ;1 u If 3d 'ii 
':l r, 
·ri ff " " n Ii 3,12 " c..c: 23 v It ~i n rt ff 3d3 It 
2! Cr If If II " M 3d4 II ~ 25 hn f! H I! ft n 3u5 u 
26 Pa If " n " tt 3d6 II 27 Co ii I! t; n f~ Jd~ 0 28 Ni n ,, ,, ff ft Jd· lt 
29 Gu II tt If !! TI )di!.O iJ.S 
30 Zn ff tt tl If tl 3alO ~32 
.31 Ge n " ll 1f n n 4P 32 "' II II " ft !I " ff 4.p2 ,_.e 33 As ft ;; fl ,, tl tt n i1pJ 
J4Se it fl II tt rt rl t1' 4plJ. 
35 Br n tl ll n .. ~! t1 4P~ ' · 36 K1" tf H " II tl 11 !l 4P 
_ ...... _. .. ----~-----
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There is a general rule ror the order of filling of 
subshells. They fill in order ot incre~sing (n + , l); but 
for constant (n + 1) the subshells of lowest n fill first . 
There are a few exceptions to this. 
In the partial periodic table of the elements, through 
the fourth period, the order of filling is demonstrated . 
The superscripts on the s, p, d, are to denote the number 
of electrons in that subshell; the s-stat~ has either one 
or two, t he p-s ta te has from one up to six, etc . • 
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1 Je have aeen how w ve mechanics can rnako correc ,_ 
pred ic tlons about the hy<lro,_.en a tom, and ven t i'1e s true-
ture o f the poriodi.c table . Nol , let 11s re tui-•n to the 
cussad. (p~ . 23, 29) ppopo ties of superposed waves. 
:Juppoae two suc.b. wa ves ~nterfe!'e in such a manner as to 
~) "'" ~. ~ c. "'A"e•Jo" ·- 1 o- ,, Q;'~ ·1rot,_,fl f': f. }'...,S · 1 lt ~c·nt ' .. >,'O i,as·.• us 
• .• "<.l ...... ..;. ... 'l v ·- - i.-' c ...> .L. •• • '-> ~ "' I.A « .. . 
sbo•m her~ . 'l!:ach r:;mrul ope corres ponds to a certain lo-
co tlo.:i of t na par tic lo. Th-9 broadness of the envelope 
}.. an•' /l.2 , ~uch th.{) t A ~ f\. ·:::: h I I L 
iil "~ \. ",~ fl hy W ::::: U b /). Tl-)~n 
T:1.e uncertainty (Af) or particle mo!llentum corresponds 
to a s pread of wave - len ~ th (L1 ~} . t;"hen such a s. read, 
or ~raater difference of /L, e.n. 7L2 of t he superposed 
,,,~vss, occurs, it makos D. nnrro er envolopa . This 
-cans a more definite i)O ition 01' the parti~le . But 
if 4{1: )is small, 4.P it1 s •. na ll and the superposed wuves 
are ne·1:-ly tho same in wavo-len ~th . This makes tne re-
S!.l.l tant envelope very long , en d. the uncertalnt., of po-
s i tl c~ (4~ h 1.:1 cor'l.es v0r•y lar6 e • 
'l'~ e r•ole tion 4X ·Df:::. ~ ur; raol·e preu;. :3e l y 
AX· Af .: ]J_,is ca:led Hoiseubel"g ' D Unco1~tainty Pri.:.1cl plo . 
:2-Tf 
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To get an idea of its application, let us apply the 
principle to two problems--one atomic in size and an-
oth~r "l'l.acroscopie in size . First, the macroscopic 
exs~ple- - a bullet in flight . Suppose we are able to 
determine its position to about . l mm •• Then, accord-
ing to the uncertaint_Yl-..principle_, . -2.? _Cm. 
Ap ::: Ji_ ::::.. f.O er~~sec - ~ f O j~ - ~<.. 
a x ro-,_ ct11 . -1.' "'"" 
If the mass is 20 gm. , tl\T;:::. ~~ ~ 1&o -:.:::::: 10 c~c. 
In a velocity of about io4 cm/sec,. this is by far an 
unmeasurable a..'Tloun t . 
Now , imagine that we try to locate an electron 
with atomic precision. Let the electron ' s position be 
known to a fraction of an atom's diameter--10- 9 cm ... 
This would require a microscope that utilizes gamma 
rays to "see" . At least one photon ( h V) ia needed 
to allow detection, and it must recoil back to us from 
the electron. This would impart a Compton momentum 
(pp . 22, 23) to the electron . The amount to assign to 
electron momentum depends on the angle of collision, 
but it would be some fraction of7 the initial momentum 
o - h - lQ-2.er-3-Sec, ...._ /0-1-'Z-':JM -CIW/ 
of the photon: Ll1 -- ~ -- 'o-'l c.; -- . 4ec.. 
The uncertainty in electron velocity would be a fraction 
of: ~ ~ LD-:t-"J...9,..,-fsu,&r.. :::. /07 eh -
rn 10- z'J ~m· ~ . 
If we narrow the aperture to reduce the uncertainty in 
mor.ientum, the resolving power is raduced , thus limiting 
the knowledge of position of the electron. We cannot 
.rr the position without sacrificing a knowledge of 
mrmenturn; and we cannot precisely predict the momenttt."Tl 
without increasing the uncertainty of position. 
In the Schroedinger equation, the l.Jl was called a 
"wave-func tion" ... -a ma theme tic al symbol, operated on by 
the La placian 2' ': Now we tdll consider the physical 
significance of the YJ.. The solution of the Schroedinger 
equation is a complex function of time: 
-(2 TT Y/,){€. t- pX) lJ) = C e_ • This corresponds to the 
situation where iJl would be the amplitude of oscillations 
traveliUJ: with time--waves li l:e the envelope we considered 
above. The intensit;c of such a wave is given by the amp-
litude squared ( l/Jf. Since this runpli tude is complex, 
the t could lead to a nega ti va intensity-, so.Cle thing physi -
cally r11eaningles s. Instead of t.J)1- the intensity is 
- ,,.. 
or / tµ/-,. •) the !JJ*°being the complex conjugate.,, tJ.lJtlj} = /t.JJ/,, 
Max Born interpreted the position of a particle in 
terms of .!:/). At a gi von time , the par tic le could be found 
anywhere within the packet , where l..P f;. 0 . '!'he proba-
bility of fi.nding the particle in a. given p osition is 
proportions.l to IWf'J..(the wave intensity there) . Another 
way of saying this is that the probability densitx at a 
I . '],. point is UJ/ • The prob~bility of finding a particle 
within any element of volume d.:r.: dy dz is I '4J[7· dx Jy di.. 
UJis therefore some tin1es ca.lled the probabi.li ty nmpli tude 
f'or the particle's postio:n . Since the probability of 
finding a particle somewhere is 1, then J [J /41/t- Jx J/d:., =-1. 
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In the solution 
where E = p2/2m.t if C is a constant and p is a constant 
(that is , if we have complete knowledge of the momentUil'l.) 
then the function corresponds to an inf~nite wave- train . 
In other words, Jj f J UJ/2-- dK dy d-l -::. oO 
and we have an infinitely long wave - packet . This is an-
other expression of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle . 
By assigning zero uncertainty to- moment'llln.i we have no 
knowledge at all of position. 
Heisenberg developed matrix mechanics to describe 
atoMic systems , where classical mechanics faile d . The 
uncertainty principle is one important conclusion. 
Schroedinger ' s wave mechanics give the same essential 
results . In fact , Schroedinger showed that wave mechanics 
and matrix mechanics are equivalent. The wave equation 
is easier to work with . Both forms of the new quantum 
mechanics ere based on the measured observables of ex-
periments .... - no.t on .2. Pl'"'iori mechanical niodels or con-
cepts which may be unmeasurable . An alee tron (pie tured 
as a definite particle} will neve1• be seen because 1 t is 
unseoable . Quantum mechanics emphasizes that any physi-
cal theoi-y or model--mathema tic~l.l or o therwise--is only 
useful in so far as it can make correct prediotions about 
the ou tcorne of further experiments . Quan tmu mechanics 
has proved to be useful in making correct predictions 
not only in atomic systems but also in complex nuclear 
processes . 
-- ·--·· ~-·-~------------------~----------
APPENDIX 
· (Taken from Hea.thcote 1 s~ ·Nobel ~r•z? Winners in fhEsics. 
pp. l.5) .... 165; ·from Richtmyer1a, Intro_ vet:ign to ki?pern P ;ys,f,cs, 
1928 ed., pp. 229~241; and from Ruark s an~ llrey's, Atoms, 
Mo)..2culos and Q.uanta,, 19.30 ed., pp. 12 1 57-59.) 
Clausius had defined ~nt~opy as <:' :=.. ~~ where dQ 
..., I 
is a small amount or energy t1 .. ansfetTed in a heat exchange •. 
The value of the entropy S is zero for reversible processes, 
where a cyclicn.l process would bring the system back to the 
initial sta.te. Furthermore, S inc:reases in irreversible 
processes , those that cannot be retraced. Planck reg~rd~d 
natural processes as irreversible. 
First, Planck start<E)d 'fdth the experimental laws o! 
Rayliegh and r.v:ten and fitted them into a theory that included 
both laws. The energy, Planck assumed,_was radiated by the 
oscillations of many sin le oscillators. His expression .for 
the ene!'~/ of an oscillator was E .::. CL ~ E; - b/T 
where a is .f:i.en•s c,;~a:nd b is Wien•s C2-/A• The Ra:y .... 
leigh law Planck writes as E :: C T where c Js Raylei8 h's .K.j"j(j 
. 'then _sl 5_ =.. _L is a form of the definition of entropy. 
dE . -T d"'S - ..1-: . Di£ferenti«1.t:!.ngt :::: r :z.. - (Eq. l} 
I-. d£';1- -dE/d/ 
If £ ~ Q e-~1·1en d !fr=- hG/r z. (Eq,. 2) 
and it £ ::: c _Tthen d ~ =- c_ CEq~ J > £ 
Substituting Eq. 2 into Eo.Cf 1i gives ...}.::rj;jE;;.. ::::. - p _ 2-
Substituting Eq. 3 into Ea.. 1 r ives / ~~ :z.. ::. - S :: - .::;::;.-Cl::. ~SIJJ: . T~ 
which gives the results in the middle lS.f' age 18. 
-ii 
APPENDIX 
In his theoretical development of the law, Planck did 
not rely on the experim.ontal l .. elationf;l 'to begin. Inst$ad, he 
c.::u.lcul~tP.d the entropy of a resonator {oscillator) as o. func-
t:ton of its en~rgy. The @n.tropy Sn of a system of N resonators 
i.s connected with the prob£.bility r of the state ot the Sjtstem 
by Boltmann's relation Sn = k log ~1. Let the combined energy 
o.f N resonato;.::"s be Un• Then , 'to get an e>:pression for the 
proh::b:tlity W of any particulai .. distribution 0f' this total 
energy , fie hs.d to f1-r1d the nUil1b~r of ways in which the total 
cnerf~Y' cnn e distributed fill"l.ong the resonators. P.ocording to 
nccepten ideas oi energy, the problem of distributine the total 
energy Un cr?H:mg U resonators is that o:f dividing it into any 
qlwntities. This ma.kes the problem ins~luble, because there 
are an infinite number of possibilities. Planck, hcwevGr ,_ re-
duced it to the soluble problem of distributing Un into P ele-
ments of energy ea eh equal to e. Then Un ~ P e • .. l\o energ"'/ is 
found in any resonator~ e;-ccept in :multiples o.f e. 
It turns out that if M or P is very large, as is the case 
whore N in some way measures the nu;;nber ot a.totes and P must be 
tions 
for e is very small• then the n~~ber of poscible distribu-
is. approXimately JN.+ P);: r_ 
/11/VX • 
Taking the number 0£ possible distributions as a measure 
of the probability of the system, the Do+tzmann equation becomes 
S' ~ /( /oq W::::. I< /oq (jvtPJIV+~ 
. n ../ J fVd x pp 
or J? 
Sn = 1< {tltP) /t>3(!V-f P) ~IV 103 I(- Pio:; Fj 
iii 
APPENDIX 
The next step is to eliminate P.. Let Ube the average 
energy of a single resonator. Then Un = U N = P e or P • JL1! 
e 
~:~1~frN-r 1¥J /03 (N-r ~)-;V ID{} N-uj_- lcJt; ~ J 
-=- 1<N[( I+%) /°()_tl(l+J/;: )- /03/1/- %_ ) og Iv' .J/-J 
::: KN [(I t-ft) {loj (I+%)+ J°Jtl} . / (J !:J.. + }6 fL/?7 
- }o<l!V-~ J?J e ~ J_,J 
-- t.J) c.J 
-= Klv'L(1-re: !03(1+~ )-~IDJ-!:k_ 
fi nzdly, because ~11 t !.1e log N terms cancel out .. 
Then ·~he 0l:tx•0py of' a single resonHt-Or is given by 
S:: K[(t+-~) )03{t+~)-1i: )o() bfe-J 
Next, us ing .\fien•s displacement l aw ]\.. T= Consf. -1\.. tJ£_ - _L :::::: --
and tho definition of" entropy, it f'ollo·1s thn.tCflJ- - T Con5T: 
· ds c -
or , in t {;)l"':n.J of frequency. du = yx (0115 r 
becaw:: e 7'..Y::: c.) t ree velocity or light. 
The.:.--cfore dS = C · dCy_ -r o.nd S is a func'c.ion of L/:2!a1one. j/ l'.. DYi.Si, I j/ 
This means the ex.pres::don above for S must contain only ?:f" 
and constants. To assure this._ ~lanck let e.= h"J) where h ±s 
a constant. giving S =. K [(I+-~) )05 (1 t fJ; )-~ )09-f/i)J 
;r:e1r~''f;t/;;sp;:,~;1v: = eh*' 
making ~ :::: ID J ( / + .hJ/ or / t J;lf 
l<I '-' 
Finally, U _ _:..lz..:...:y:.-.-r----
~Y/kr _ / 
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